The observation of light superpartners from a supersymmetric extension to the Standard Model is an intensely sought-after experimental outcome, providing an explanation for the stabilization of the electroweak scale and indicating the existence of new particles which could be consistent with dark matter phenomenology. For compressed scenarios, where sparticle spectra mass splittings are small and decay products carry low momenta, dedicated techniques are required in all searches for supersymmetry. In this paper we suggest an approach for these analyses based on the concept of recursive jigsaw reconstruction, decomposing each event into a basis of complementary observables, for cases where strong initial state radiation has sufficient transverse momentum to elicit the recoil of any final state sparticles. We introduce a collection of kinematic observables which can be used to probe compressed scenarios, in particular exploiting the correlation between missing momentum and that of radiative jets. As an example, we study squark and gluino production, focusing on mass-splittings between parent superparticles and their lightest decay products between 25 and 200 GeV, in hadronic final states where there is an ambiguity in the provenance of reconstructed jets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Armed with large data sets of high energy collisions, experimentalists have a multitude of choices of how to search for evidence of physics that cannot be explained by the Standard Model (SM) theory. Canonical solutions to some of the shortcomings of the SM suggest a conserved Z 2 symmetry of some type, which has important phenomenological consequences for observing evidence of new particles. A key implication is that there must be an even number of new particles in each interaction, further implying that they are produced in pairs at colliders. By this same restriction, the lightest new particle, unable to decay to SM particles, would be stable. In supersymmetry (SUSY) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , the lightest weak-scale SUSY particle (LSP) could be a candidate for dark matter. If produced at colliders, LSPs will leave the detectors without interacting. Their presence can be inferred through measurement of missing momentum, particularly in the plane transverse to the beam line at hadron colliders. In practice, extracting information about the properties of the LSP, or the multiplicity of weakly interacting particles in each event, presents a challenge to reconstruction techniques. The difficulty is exacerbated in situations where there is a small mass difference between the pair-produced parent sparticles and their lightest sparticle decay products. Such a decay chain scenario is colloquially referred to as being compressed. In this case, the impact of handles typically exploited to separate signal processes from their SM backgrounds, such as large object transverse momentum and missing transverse momentum, is compromised, as the majority of the energy from sparticle decays escapes detection in the mass of the LSPs.
In this paper, we introduce a set of experimental observables which can be used to increase sensitivity to these compressed scenarios at collider experiments. As described in Sec. II, they are designed for the analysis of events where one or more strong initial state radiation (ISR) jets are present, causing the system of initially produced sparticles to recoil in the opposite direction. Using a simplified view of the event, a basis of kinematic observables is derived to exploit kinematic correlations induced by the presence of massive LSPs, calculated from the missing transverse momentum and particle four-vectors reconstructed by detectors. While this approach is straightforward when SM decay products of sparticles in these events are readily identifiable, decays to jets result in a potential ambiguity; the provenance of each jet, ISR or sparticle, is unknown. In Sec. III we describe a strategy for overcoming this difficulty, using as an example squark and gluino pair production with mass splittings between the parent sparticle and LSP of 25-200 GeV.
II. SPARTICLES IN MOTION
Motivated by R parity and phenomenologically similar new physics models with a Z 2 symmetry, we consider cases where initial sparticle parents (P) are pair produced, and each decay to a system of reconstructable SM particles and one, or more, weakly interacting ones. In the following discussion, we assume for simplicity that the masses of these parents are identical, as are the masses their weakly interacting daughters (χ 0 ). An experimental search for instances of these events can be difficult if the mass splitting between these sparticle states, mP − m~χ0, is small, as the momenta of each parent sparticle's decay products (both visible and invisible) will not receive a large amount of momentum in their production. If the mass-splitting scale in sparticle production is to that of SM background processes then disentangling the two is challenging.
In this case, it is not the mass-splitting scale which is distinctive from backgrounds, but rather, the potentially large absolute mass scale of weakly interacting particles in these events. While we cannot measure these masses from only the measurement of missing transverse momentum (Ẽ T ), as it only represents the sum momentum of escaping particles, we can gain indirect sensitivity by observing their reaction to a probing force. The laboratory of a hadron collider naturally provides such a probe: strong initial state radiation from interacting partons can provide large momentum to the sparticles produced in these reactions, in turn endowing their decay products with this momentum. In the limit where the LSPs receive no momentum from their parents' decays, theẼ T results solely from the recoil against ISR, and the following approximation holds: [6, 7] . Alternatively, using assumed knowledge of the sparticle mass splittings, one can attempt to sort non-ISR jets from radiative ones using, for example, the sum of jet energies in each class and multiplicities as discriminating observables [8] . While these approaches all benefit from the above feature, they are limited to the subset of events where the momentum of the ISR system is carried predominantly by a single jet. For less restrictive event selections, the suggested observables become progressively less accurate estimators of jẼ T j=jp ISR T j and, correspondingly, less sensitive to the kinematic correlation between radiated jets and missing momentum.
We propose a different approach to an ISR-assisted search for compressed signals, both generalizing to cases where momentum can be shared democratically among many radiated jets and attempting to more accurately reconstruct the quantity jẼ T j=jp ISR T j. Using the technique of recursive jigsaw reconstruction, a "decay tree" is imposed on the analysis of each event, chosen to capture the kinematic features specific to the signal topology under study. The decay tree both specifies the systems of relevant reconstructed objects and the reference frames corresponding to each intermediate combination of them. The analysis of each event proceeds by assigning reconstructed objects to their appropriate places in the decay tree, determining the relative velocities relating each reference frame, and calculating kinematic observables from the resulting event abstraction. The simplified decay tree for generic compressed scenarios is shown in Fig. 1 .
In this decay tree, each reconstructed object hypothesized to come from the decay of sparticles in the event is assigned to the "V" system, while those identified as initial state radiation are associated with "ISR." With the missing momentum reconstructed in each event interpreted as the system "I," the total sparticle system ("S") and center-ofmass system of the whole reaction ("CM") are defined as the sum of their constituents. The CM frame is approximated by considering only transverse momenta, and by setting the mass of the I frame to zero. With the fourvectors of each element of the decay tree specified, an estimator of the quantity jẼ T j=jp where subscripts indicate the system and superscripts the reference frame the momentum is evaluated in. As the concept of "transverse" is a frame-dependent construction in the laboratory frame, we employ the convention where the boost relating a specific reference frame to the laboratory is decomposed into a component parallel to the beam line and a subsequent transverse portion. The transverse plane in a reference frame is then defined as that perpendicular to longitudinal velocity of the transformation. In order to elucidate the behavior of R ISR , we consider the example of neutralino (χ 0 2 ) pair production at a hadron collider with decaysχ
. Two leptons and two photons are required to be reconstructed in each event and are assigned to the V system, while additional reconstructed jets are associated with ISR.
E T reconstructed in each event is interpreted as the transverse momentum of the I system in the laboratory frame, with zero mass and rapidity set equal to that of the V system. The R ISR distributions for simulated events, for varying sparticle masses, are shown in Fig. 2 .
We observe that the R ISR distribution for these events scales with m~χ0 T . This behavior can be understood from a more careful examination of the approximate relation described in Eq. (1). In the limit that the momenta of the sparticle daughter in its parent's rest frame, pP χ 0 , is small relative to mP, R ISR corresponds to
where sin Ω represents order one dot products between the velocities relating the laboratory frame, thePP rest frame, andP rest frames and which, in the absence of nontrivial spin correlations or efficiency dependence from decay product reconstruction and selection, is zero on average. R ISR scales with the ratio m~χ0=mP, with resolution of the order pP χ 0 =2mP in the limit p ISR T ≫ mPP. Hence, the observable R ISR is an excellent proxy to the quantity jẼ T j=jp ISR T j, sensitive to the presence of massive LSPs in the event, with accuracy improving with increasing compression between sparticle masses. To observe this behavior, the sparticles must be put in motion by a probe with measurable momenta, in this case an ISR system of strong radiation, with harder probes yielding better resolution of the m~χ0=mP ratio. By construction, this approach does not require that the ISR system's momenta is contained predominantly in a single jet. Of course, generalizing to final states with many ISR jets is not without its challenges. In the above example, there is no ambiguity in which reconstructed objects should be assigned to the sparticle and ISR systems, respectively. In the following section, we describe a strategy for analyzing events where there are combinatoric ambiguities in the assignment of reconstructed objects to our decay tree. We explain how to calculate R ISR in these cases, along with a set of complementary observables designed for analyzing compressed event topologies.
III. COMPRESSED SQUARK AND GLUINO PRODUCTION WITH HADRONIC DECAYS
When the visible decay products resulting from compressed sparticle production are identifiable by their type, the interpretation according to the decay tree in Fig. 1 is straightforward; reconstructed objects expected to come from sparticles are assigned to the V system, while jets correspond to ISR. Unfortunately, all signal topologies of interest may not be this simple, as sparticles can also decay directly or indirectly to SM partons, resulting in reconstructed jets indiscernible from ISR. In the context of recursive jigsaw reconstruction, such a combinatoric ambiguity is resolved through the application of a "jigsaw rule," an interchangeable algorithm for assigning indistinguishable final-state objects to different subsystems of a decay tree.
Motivated by our qualitative understanding of events with an ISR system recoiling against a compressed sparticle system, we apply a jigsaw rule which attempts to group objects together which are nearby in phase space, effectively minimizing the reconstructed masses of the S and ISR systems. Specifically, we employ an exclusively transverse view of each event, ignoring the longitudinal momenta of all the reconstructed objects. The mass of the I system is approximated to be zero, with transverse momenta in the laboratory frame set equal toẼ T . The total (transverse) mass of the CM system can then be expressed as
with p CM S;T and p CM ISR;T the (equal) magnitudes of the momentum of the S and ISR systems, respectively, evaluated in the CM frame, and dependent on our choice of combinatoric assignment of objects. As M CM does not depend on this assignment, we effectively minimize M S and M ISR simultaneously by maximizing p CM ISR=S over each potential partitioning of indistinguishable objects into either the V or ISR systems. Qualitatively, this is similar to treating theẼ T as another reconstructed object and performing an exclusive jet clustering, using the transverse mass as a distance metric.
While this approach does not distinguish between ISR jets and jets originating from the decay of sparticles with perfect efficiency, it does provide a unique, deterministic assignment of objects to our compressed decay tree. Furthermore, in addition to R ISR , we can extract an entire collection of complementary observables from this event interpretation, chosen to further discriminate between putative compressed sparticle signals and SM backgrounds. These observables include:
(i) p CM ISR;T : the magnitude of the vector-sum transverse momentum of all ISR associated jets, evaluated in the CM frame (ii) M S T : the transverse mass of the S (V þ I) system (iii) N V jet : the number of jets assigned to the V system (i.e. not associated with the ISR system) (iv) Δϕ ISR;I : the opening angle between the ISR system and the I system, evaluated in the CM frame
To demonstrate the efficacy of a search analysis based on this set of observables, we examine perhaps the most difficult analysis scenario: sparticles expected to decay exclusively to jets and weakly interacting particles. Specifically, we study the phenomenology of pairproduced squarks and gluinos decaying to quarks and LSPs [qq → ðqχ 0 Þðqχ 0 Þ andgg → ðqqχ 0 Þðqqχ 0 Þ]. Simulated Monte Carlo (MC) samples of SM backgrounds and SUSY signals are used to construct the expected distributions of these observables for various processes. We utilize background samples from elsewhere [10] . For these samples, event generation is performed with Madgraph 5 [11] , along with parton shower and hadronization with Pythia 6 [12] . This is followed by a detailed detector simulation and description of pileup with Delphes 3 [13] . A detector parametrization is used which incorporates the performance of the existing ATLAS [14] and CMS [15] detectors. Each of the SM processes which are expected to constitute the largest backgrounds are considered. Jets are identified by an anti-k T jet-clustering algorithm [16] with a distance parameter of 0.5, implemented with the FastJet [17] package. Events are generated at leading order in bins of the scalar sum of the recoil jet p T (H T ), with jet-parton matching and corrections for next-to-leading order contributions. QCD radiation of generator-level jets is allowed up to a total of four final state partons, with appropriate matching to the parton shower. Further details can be found elsewhere [18] .
Similarly, squark and gluino signal samples are produced, mimicking the procedure employed to create background samples. The gluinos are considered to decay viã g → qqχ Table I . A high p T jet system, identified with ISR, is required to build the decay tree. and gluino masses from 600 to 1400 GeV. Theχ 0 1 mass is set to be either 25, 50, 100, or 200 GeV below the parent sparticle mass, covering a dynamic range of compressed scenarios. To study the potential impact of this approach on analyses being performed at the LHC experiments, we normalize all background and signal samples to an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 , such that the estimated sensitivities shown herein should be accessible during run 2 of the LHC.
The distributions of the p CM ISR;T for SM backgrounds and signal MC processes, with different parent sparticle masses and mass splittings, are shown in Fig. 3 . We observe that, prior to the application of any other selection criteria, prospective signals have small expected event yields relative to SM backgrounds for lower values of p CM ISR;T . However, as the slope of the p CM ISR;T distribution is less severe for these signals, the signal-to-background ratio becomes more favorable with increasing values. In the following, we consider only those events with p CM ISR;T ≥ 800 GeV, not only taking advantage of the moderate discrimination provided by this observable, but also benefitting from the effect that this requirement has on other, correlated, variables. The most striking example of this complementarity can be seen in the two-dimensional distributions of p and R ISR are strongly anticorrelated for backgrounds. Hence, progressively stricter p CM ISR;T requirements yield improved R ISR discrimination, with the optimal selection for the latter depending on the signal characteristics, in particular the ratio m~χ0=mP.
As is typical in searches for squarks and gluinos, selection requirements based on reconstructed jet multiplicity can suppress contributions from backgrounds with characteristically fewer jets, such as di-boson and vector-boson þ jets processes. Using the decay tree interpretation imposed on each event, the efficacy of such requirements can be enhanced by taking into account the partitioning of jets between the V and ISR systems. While the multiplicity of ISR -associated jets tends to be similar between signals and backgrounds, the number of jets in each event assigned to the V system, N The complementarity of the N V jet selection requirement with R ISR is illustrated in Fig. 6 , where the two-dimensional distribution of N V jet and R ISR is plotted for vector boson þ jets, di-boson and top þ X, to be compared with a gluino signal with a mass splitting of 100 GeV. Notably, the large background contributions from boson þ jets and di-boson in the high R ISR region occur at N V jet ¼ 1. These processes include W → τν, where the hadronically decaying τ lepton is misidentified as a jet, and Zð→ννÞ events with only one associated jet in the V system. For gluino signals, a minimum of three jets associated with the sparticle system is a favorable selection, whereas cases where the mass splitting is larger tend to benefit from the imposition of an even tighter requirement. A useful anticorrelation between R ISR and N V jet can be exploited to define different signal regions, benefitting from their interplay.
The distribution of the transverse mass of all the constituents of the S system, M S T , as a function of R ISR , can be seen in Fig. 7 , after imposing the requirements on Table I . While the discrimination power of R ISR is visible, it is clear that background contributions can be successfully managed by relaxing the selection on R ISR in favor of an additional requirement on M S T . Tightening the selection requirement on M S T with increasing signal mass splittings can be used to compensate for decreasing R ISR discrimination.
The final variable considered from the application of recursive jigsaw reconstruction to the decay tree in Fig. 1 is the opening angle between the ISR system and the invisible system evaluated in the CM frame, Δϕ ISR;I . The distribution of Δϕ ISR;I , after the application of the loosest of all other selection criteria on other variables in Table I , is shown for example squark signals and backgrounds in Fig. 8 . Further improvements in sensitivity can be achieved through a requirement on this observable. In order to maintain a conservative selection, the same requirement of Δϕ ISR;I > 3 is imposed for gluinos and squarks in all signal scenarios studied. To extract the optimal significance for each signal point considered, one could consider further tuning the selection criteria on this quantity.
Taking into account the phenomenology of the variables considered, and studying sensitivity variations with different selection requirements, we define four example signal regions aimed at targeting the different mass-splittings scenarios represented by the simulated signal samples. We summarize the "preselection criteria" in one line, including a veto on events containing an electron, muon or jet tagged as having been initiated by the fragmentation of a b-quark, along with loose requirements on theẼ T (>100 GeV) and leading jet transverse momentum (p T > 20 GeV). Events where large momentum is provided to the sparticles from ISR are selected by considering only those with p CM ISR;T > 1000 GeV. In this high p CM ISR;T regime there is an interesting interplay between the further selection criteria considered. The R ISR selection applied is progressively looser as the target signal mass splitting becomes larger, with correspondingly more stringent requirements on the M 
Preselection criteria lepton (e and μ) and b-jet veto,Ẽ T > 100 GeV, p
Δϕ ISR;I requirement is applied to all events. Furthermore, we apply a minimum transverse momentum requirement on the second (third) jet in the squark (gluino) analysis. There are modest but unique gains from selecting events with increasingly larger values of the momenta of these jets as a function of increased mass splitting between parent sparticles and LSPs. Representative signal and background yields for 100 fb −1 of data at the 14 TeV LHC after the application of these requirements are illustrated in Fig. 9 .
IV. RESULTS AND SUMMARY
Applying the selection criteria from Table I , we calculate projected sensitivities for putative gluino and squark signals with compressed mass spectra, shown in Fig. 10 . The significance of a given signal in the presence of background is calculated using Z B i as a metric [19] . The required inputs are the signal and background yield, statistical uncertainties and an assumed background systematic uncertainty of 15% for all scenarios considered. With an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 , corresponding to proton-proton collisions with a center-of-mass energy of ffiffi ffi s p ¼ 14 TeV, gluinos in compressed scenarios with masses above 1 TeV can be discovered, with exclusion significance for masses of 1.4 TeV in some cases. Squarks with masses of 600 GeV and mass splittings up to 200 GeV would be discovered greater than 5σ significance, while they can be excluded for masses between ∼800 GeV and 900 GeV. We have introduced a new approach to searches for compressed SUSY signals based on the imposition of a simple decay tree interpretation on reconstructed events, using the recursive jigsaw reconstruction technique. Herein we have focused on signals of di-squark and di-gluino Table I . Although both signal and background distributions tend towards π the signal has a much stronger tendency to do so. production with final states rich in jets and weakly interacting sparticles. By leveraging a high momentum system of initial state radiation to boost potential sparticles in events, we can construct a basis of experimental observables that are sensitive to the mass-splittings between the parent and child sparticles and that are capable of discriminating against SM background in otherwise challenging final states. In particular, we demonstrate that the transverse momentum of ISR systems works in concert with the R ISR variable to limit the yields of background processes and provide unique additional information. Although the primary focus of this work has been on solely hadronic final states, we also demonstrate that the approach can trivially be applied to any final state. By simply assigning to the S system the reconstructed particles consistent with the expected decays of sparticles, with additional jets associated to the ISR system using the provided prescription, analyses targeting compressed final states with b-jets, charged leptons, photons, and other objects can benefit from the same methods. For each of these cases, the spirit of the approach remains unchanged and the additional handles of object identification and multiplicity can prove valuable in reducing backgrounds still further.
The code to reproduce this decay tree (see Fig. 1 ), set up the framework, and calculate the observables of interest is made available through the RestFrames package [9] .
